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The present invention relates generally to medical systems, and more particularly, to reduced pressure, compression systems and apparatuses for use on joints.

Physicians perform millions of surgical procedures each year around the world. Many of the procedures are performed as open surgery and an increasing number are performed using minimally invasive surgery, such as arthroscopic, laparoscopic, and endoscopic procedures. Many of the surgical procedures involve surgery on a joint, such as arthroscopic knee surgery, arthroplasty, or many others.

Acute wounds are created during surgery, and these wounds require care for proper healing. In many situations, a sterile, dry gauze is merely applied. In some situations, a dressing is applied and a compression garment is applied. In the case of surgery on joints, the care of the resultant wounds can be more challenging because a dressing is desired that will allow movement of the joint. Consider as one example the context of knee surgery. The skin over the knee that is measured longitudinally while standing is 17.78 cm (seven inches) stretches to nearly 38.1 cm (15 inches) when the knee is placed in a completely bent position. If that range of motion is desired, the dressing would need to be able to accommodate approximately a 100% stretch.

US6071267 discloses a patient interface system that includes a fluid transfer subsystem comprising a primary fluid transfer element fluidically communicating with the wound and a secondary fluid transfer element.

**BRIEF SUMMARY**

Shortcomings with devices, systems, and methods for wound care on a moveable tissue site, e.g., a joint, are addressed by the illustrative embodiments herein. According to an illustrative embodiment, a system for providing reduced-pressure treatment to a moveable tissue site includes a flexible dressing bolster having a first side and a second, inward-facing side and a plurality of flexion joints formed on the dressing bolster. The system further includes a sealing subsystem for providing a fluid seal over the flexible dressing bolster and a reduced-pressure subsystem for delivering a reduced pressure to the sealing subsystem. The sealing subsystem and reduced-pressure subsystem are operable to deliver a reduced pressure to the moveable tissue site. The flexible dressing bolster is operable to allow movement of the moveable tissue site.

According to one illustrative embodiment, flexible, reduced-pressure dressing assembly for use on a patient’s joint includes a flexible bolster body having a first side and a second side. The bolster body is formed from a bolster material and has a first plurality of bolster modules formed on a first side of the bolster body, each bolster module having a bolster ridge. The dressing assembly further includes a drape extending over the bolster ridges of the first side of the bolster body, the drape is formed from an elastomeric material and is operable to stretch longitudinally at least 80 percent of the drape’s un-stretched length.

According to one illustrative embodiment, flexible closing dressing bolster for use with a system for treating a linear wound on a patient’s joint includes a bolster body having a first side and a second, inward-facing side, and is formed with a plurality of flexion joints. A first closing member is formed on the bolster body on a first longitudinal side of a center wound area. A second closing member is formed on the bolster body on a second longitudinal side of the center wound area. The first closing member and second closing member are operable to develop an inward closing force when the closing dressing bolster is placed under reduced pressure.

According to one illustrative embodiment, a system for providing reduced-pressure wound treatment to a tissue site includes a flexible dressing bolster and a drape that at least partially covers the flexible dressing bolster. The drape includes a plurality of folds to facilitate bending of the flexible dressing bolster. The system further includes a reduced-pressure source operable to deliver reduced pressure to the tissue site via the flexible dressing bolster.

According to one illustrative embodiment, an apparatus for providing reduced-pressure wound treatment to a tissue site includes a flexible dressing bolster having a first surface and a second, inward-facing surface. The flexible dressing bolster includes a plurality of flexion joints. The apparatus further includes a drape at least partially covers the bolster. The drape includes a plurality of drape-extension devices to facilitate bending of the apparatus.

Other features and advantages of the illustrative embodiments will become apparent with reference to the drawings and the detailed description that follow.

**BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS**

A more complete understanding of the present invention may be obtained by reference to the following Detailed Description when taken in conjunction with the accompanying Drawings wherein:

**Figure 1** is a schematic, lateral cross-section of one illustrative embodiment of a system for providing reduced-pressure wound therapy on a moveable tissue site;

**Figure 2** is a schematic, longitudinal cross-section of a portion of the system of **Figure 1** on a knee in an extended (straight) position;

**Figure 3** is a schematic, longitudinal cross-section of the system of **Figures 1 and 2** shown with the knee in the bent position;

**Figure 4** is a schematic, cross-section of a portion of an illustrative embodiment of a flexible dressing assembly showing a recess;

**Figure 5** is a schematic, perspective view of
an illustrative embodiment of a flexible dressing bolster;

FIGURE 6 is a schematic, perspective view of an illustrative embodiment of a flexible dressing bolster;

FIGURE 7 is a schematic, perspective view of an illustrative embodiment of a flexible dressing bolster;

FIGURE 8 is a schematic, perspective view of an apparatus for applying reduced pressure to a moveable tissue site according to an illustrative embodiment;

FIGURE 9 is a schematic, plan view of the apparatus for applying reduced pressure to the tissue site of FIGURE 8;

FIGURE 10A is a schematic, longitudinal cross-sectional view of the apparatus in FIGURE 9 taken along line 10-10 while the tissue site is in an extended (straight) position;

FIGURE 10B is a schematic, longitudinal cross-sectional view of the apparatus in FIGURE 9 taken along line 10-10 while the tissue site is in a bent position;

FIGURE 11 is a schematic, plan view of an apparatus for applying reduced pressure to a tissue site according to an illustrative embodiment;

FIGURE 12A is a schematic, perspective view of an illustrative embodiment of another flexible dressing bolster in an extended (straight) position;

FIGURE 12B is a schematic, perspective view of the flexible dressing bolster of FIGURE 12A shown in a bent position;

FIGURE 13 is a schematic, perspective view of an illustrative embodiment of a dressing assembly suitable for use on a joint;

FIGURE 14 is a cross sectional view of a portion of the dressing assembly of FIGURE 13; and

FIGURE 15 is an exploded, schematic, perspective view of an illustrative embodiment of a dressing assembly.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

In the following detailed description of the preferred embodiments, reference is made to the accompanying drawings that form a part hereof, and in which is shown, by way of illustration, specific embodiments in which the invention may be practiced. These embodiments are described in sufficient detail to enable those skilled in the art to practice the invention, and it is understood that other embodiments may be utilized and that logical structural, mechanical, electrical, and chemical changes may be made without departing from the scope of the invention. To avoid detail not necessary to enable those skilled in the art to practice the invention, the description may omit certain information known to those skilled in the art. The following detailed description is, therefore, not to be taken in a limiting sense, and the scope of the present invention is defined only by the appended claims.

Referring to FIGURES 1-3, a system 10 for applying a reduced pressure to a moveable tissue site, e.g., an incision 12 in a patient’s epidermis 14 on or over a joint 18, is presented. The system 10 includes a flexible dressing assembly 30 that includes a flexible dressing bolster 32, a sealing subsystem 60, which includes a drape 62, and a reduced-pressure subsystem 80, which includes a reduced-pressure source 82 and reduced-pressure delivery conduit, or tubing 90.

The dressing assembly 30 includes a flexible dressing bolster 32 that has a first side 34 and a second, inward-facing, side 36. The flexible dressing bolster 32 may be made of a number of different bolster materials. In one embodiment, the flexible dressing bolster 32 may be made from a porous and permeable foam-like material and more particularly a reticulated, open-cell polyurethane or polyether foam that allows good permeability of wound fluids while under a reduced pressure. One such foam material is the VAC® Granufoam® Dressings available from KCI of San Antonio, Texas. Any material or combination of materials may be used for the bolster material provided that the bolster material is operable to manifold, or distribute, the reduced pressure. The bolster material may also be a combination or layering of materials. For example, a first bolster layer of hydrophilic foam may be disposed adjacent to a second bolster layer of hydrophobic foam to form the bolster material. The term “manifold” as used herein generally refers to a substance or structure that is provided to assist in applying reduced pressure to, delivering fluids to, or removing fluids from a tissue site. A manifold typically includes a plurality of flow channels or pathways that are interconnected to improve distribution of fluids provided to and removed from the area of tissue around the manifold. Examples of manifolds may include, without limitation, devices that have structural elements arranged to form flow channels, cellular foam such as open-cell foam, porous tissue collections, and liquids, gels and foams that include or cure to include flow channels.

The reticulated pores of the Granufoam® material, that are in the range of about 400 to 600 micron, are helpful in carrying out the manifold function, but other materials may be used. A material with a higher density (smaller pore size) than Granufoam® material may be preferable. The bolster material may be a reticulated foam that is later felted to a thickness of about 1/3 its original thickness. Among the many possible materials, the following may be used: Granufoam® material or a Foamex technical foam (www.foamex.com). In some instances it may be desirable to add ionic silver to the foam in a microbonding process or to add other substances to the bolster material such as antimicrobial agents. The bolster material may be isotropic or anisotropic depending on the exact orientation of the directed force, e.g., the compressive force, that is desired during reduced pressure. The bolster material could be a bio-absorbent material.

Formed on a first side 34 of flexible dressing bolster 32 is a plurality of flexion joints 40, or flexion areas. The flexion joints 40 are operable to allow the flexible
dressing bolster 32 to flex as the underlying joint is rotated through its range of motion. The flexion joints 40 include a resting, or extended, angle of alpha (\(\alpha\)) and when placed in motion has a bent angle beta (\(\beta\)) (FIGURE 3). The flexion joints 40 may be formed in a number of different ways. One way to form the flexion joints 40 is to form a plurality of spaced bolster modules 42 that define a first plurality 44 of recesses, or notches, between bolster modules 42, and that have bolster ridges at an outer most portion, i.e., the top (for the orientation shown) of each bolster module 42. Additional recesses may be formed (e.g., see FIGURE 5) and they may take on different shapes (e.g., see FIGURE 7).

[0033] The sealing subsystem 60 includes a drape 62, or drape or sealing member. The drape 62 may be an elastomeric material. "Elastomeric" means having the properties of an elastomer. It generally refers to a polymeric material that has rubber-like properties. More specifically, most elastomers have elongation rates greater than 100% and a significant amount of resilience. The resilience of a material refers to the material’s ability to recover from an elastic deformation. Examples of elastomers may include, but are not limited to, natural rubbers, polyisoprene, styrene butadiene rubber, chloroprene rubber, polybutadiene, nitrile rubber, butyl rubber, ethylene propylene rubber, ethylene propylene diene monomer, chlorosulfonated polyethylene, polysulfide rubber, polyurethane, EVA film, co-polyester, and silicones. Specific examples of drape materials include a silicone drape, 3M Tegaderm® drape, acrylic drape such as one available from Avery, or an incise drape.

[0034] The drape 62 may be disposed adjacent to or coupled to the flexible dressing bolster 32. As used herein, the term "coupled" includes coupling via a separate object, and also includes direct coupling. In the case of direct coupling, the two coupled objects touch each other in some way. The term "coupled" also encompasses two or more components that are continuous with one another by virtue of each of the components being formed from the same piece of material. Also, the term "coupled" includes chemical coupling, such as via a chemical bond. The term "coupled" may also include mechanical, thermal, or electrical coupling. "Coupled" may also mean fixedly coupled or removably coupled.

[0035] The coupling between the drape 62 and the flexible dressing bolster 32 may occur in many ways. For example, the drape 62 and the flexible dressing bolster 32 may be coupled using adhesives, such as by acrylic adhesive, silicone adhesive, hydrogel, hydrocolloid, etc. The drape 62 and the flexible dressing bolster 32 may be bonded by heat bonding, ultrasonic bonding, and radio frequency bonding, etc. The coupling may occur in patterns or completely. Structure may be added to the bond to make the drape 962 behave anisotropically in a desired direction, i.e., to make an isotropic drape material. An isotropic drape material helps the dressing assembly 30 to primarily move in a given direction, i.e., only about a certain axis or axes.
duced-pressure source 82 facilitates application in the
operating room and provides mobility and convenience
for the patient during the rehabilitation phase. Other
sources of reduced pressure may be utilized, such as
the V.A.C.® therapy unit, which is available from KCI of
San Antonio, Texas, or a wall suction unit. The reduced-
pressure source 82 could also be supplied by a manually-
operated, portable mechanical means, such as a piston
in a tube, depending on how much leakage there is with
the fluid seal.

[0039] The reduced-pressure source 82 is shown hav-
ing a battery compartment 84 and a canister region 86
with windows 88 providing a visual indication of the level
of fluid within canister region 86. An interposed mem-
brane filter, such as hydrophobic or oleophobic filter, may
be interspersed between a reduced-pressure delivery
conduit, or tubing, 90 and the reduced-pressure source
82.

[0040] The reduced pressure developed by the re-
duced-pressure source 82 is delivered through the re-
duced-pressure delivery conduit 90 to a reduced-pres-
sure interface 92, which may be an elbow port 94. In one
embodiment, elbow port 94 is a TRAC® technology port
available from KCI of San Antonio, Texas. The reduced-
pressure interface 92 allows the reduced pressure to be
delivered to the sealing subsystem 60 and realized within
an interior portion of the sealing subsystem 60. In this
particular embodiment, the elbow port 94 extends through
or communicates through the drape 62 and into the
flexible dressing bolster 32.

[0041] If the drape 62 is not already coupled, the drape
62 is placed over the first side 34 of the flexible dressing
bolster 32 with an extra portion extending beyond the
peripheral edge 38 to form the drape extension 64. The
drape extension 64 may then be taped down (see 71 in
FIG. 1) or an adhesive 70 (FIG. 3) used to form a fluid
seal.

[0042] It may be desirable to apply the system 10 in
the operating room and allow the system 10 to remain
on the patient until adequate healing has taken place.
In this regard, it may be desirable to form the drape 62, the
flexible dressing bolster 32, and any other layers from
transparent or translucent materials to allow the health-
care provider to gain visual cues about the healing of
wounds without having to remove the dressing assembly
30.

[0043] As previously noted, the flexible dressing bol-
ster 32 is adapted to allow the flexible dressing bolster
32 to flex, or move and stretch, with a moveable tissue
site, e.g., one associated with an underlying joint 18,
while providing reduced pressure to the incision 12. The
resultant compression on the incision 12 and any under-
mined areas below the epidermis 14 as well as the re-
duced pressure supplied to the incision 12 help to remove
any voids or defects and help to approximate the under-
lying tissues and the combined effect is to reduce edema
and facilitate healing. A closing force may help strength-
then the incision 12.

[0044] There are a number of ways to form the flexion
joints and to otherwise help facilitate the flexing of the
flexible dressing bolster 32. The formation of recesses
44, or notches, with the related bolster modules 42 on
the first side 34 helps the flexible bolster 32 to bend with
the joint 18. The angle between the bolster modules 42,
that is the angle in the recess 44, is initially alpha (α),
and as the flexible bolster 32 is bent, the angle goes to
a new angle beta (β) where beta (β) is greater than alpha
(α). In one illustrative embodiment, angle alpha (α) is
about 60 degrees and angle beta (β) is about ninety de-
grees. In another illustrative embodiment, angle alpha
(α) is about 30 degrees and angle beta (β) is about sixty
degrees. Any of a wide range of possible angles are pos-
sible for angle alpha (α) and angle beta (β).

[0045] The drape 62 may be coupled to the bolster
modules 42. When a person’s joint 18 is in the straight,
or extended position, the drape 62 may go straight from
one bolster module 42 to the next as shown in FIGURE
2. In an alternative embodiment, the drape 62 may be
coupled down in the recesses 44. In another embedi-
ment, the drape 62 may form bubble ridges over the re-
cesses 44.

[0046] Referring now primarily to FIGURE 4, a cross-
section of a recess 44 is shown with a first side 50 and a
second side 52. The first side 50 is shown having a
dimension B and the second side 52 is shown with the
dimension C. The third dimension A extends from the
first side 50 to the second side 52 at the top to complete
what is shown in cross-section as a triangle. The third
side is covered by the drape 62. It will be appreciated
that as the flexible dressing bolster 32 is flexed, sides 50
and 52 remain the same dimension substantially B, C,
but the third dimension A grows. Thus, the drape 62 that
is initially attached with a given dimension, must be able
to stretch considerably. The drape 62 may need to stretch
any where between 10% and 110% or more (e.g., 20 %,
40%, 60%, 80%, 100%, 110% or even more still) of the
free (non-stretched) length of the drape 62. Indeed, di-
mension A can increase by more than one hundred per-
cent during movement of some joints, and depending the
particular embodiment, the drape 62 will need to accommodate the additional length. Alternatively or in addition, additional drape 62 material may be provided as described in connection with FIGURE 8 below to facilitate additional drape 62 material may be provided to accommodate the additional length. Alternatively or in addition, the drape 62 material will need to accommodate the additional length. Alternatively or in addition, the drape 62 will need to accommodate the additional length.

[0047] Referring now primarily to FIGURE 5, another illustrative embodiment of a flexible bolster 132 is presented. The flexible dressing bolster 132 is analogous in most respects to the flexible dressing bolster 32 of the embodiment of FIGURES 1 through 3, but in addition to having a first plurality of bolster modules 142 with the related recesses 144 all formed on a first side 134 of the flexible dressing bolster 132, a second plurality of bolster modules 154 are formed on a second side 136 of the flexible dressing bolster 132. The bolster modules 154 have their concomitant bolster recesses 156.

[0048] Referring primarily to FIGURE 6, still another illustrative embodiment of a flexible bolster 232 is presented. The flexible dressing bolster 232 is identical to the flexible dressing bolster 132 of FIGURE 5 except that a first side recess 258 is formed on a first lateral side 257. In addition, a second side recess 259 is formed on a second lateral side 261.

[0049] Referring now primarily to FIGURE 7, another illustrative embodiment of a flexible dressing bolster 332 is presented. The flexible dressing bolster 332 is analogous to the drapes and the bolsters previously presented. The flexible dressing bolster 332 includes bolster modules 342 and accompanying recesses 344, which in this embodiment are formed as semicircular recesses. It should be noted that virtually any shape may be used for the recesses.

[0050] Referring now primarily to FIGURES 8-10B, an apparatus 410, or portion of a system, for applying reduced pressure to a moveable tissue site is shown according to an illustrative embodiment. The apparatus 410 includes a drape 462 that is disposed adjacent to or coupled to an intermediate drape layer 443 to form a pleated structure of drape 462 and to at least partially enclose a flexible dressing bolster 432. The pleated structure of drape 462 includes folds 493 that facilitate bending of the tissue site. As shown in FIGURE 10B, the folds 493 may at least partially unfold when the tissue site is bent and increased tension is realized on a portion of the drape 462. The tissue site may be a joint, in which case the folds 493 readily facilitate articulation of the joint. However, the tissue site may also include any tissue capable of moving, stretching, or bending. The drape 462 and the flexible dressing bolster 432 are otherwise functionally analogous to the drapes and the bolsters previously shown in FIGURES 1-7 above.

[0051] The drape 462 may at least partially cover the flexible dressing bolster 432. The flexible dressing bolster 432 has a first side 489 and a second, bolster-facing side 497. A plurality of flexion joints 498 are formed on the first side 495 of the flexible dressing bolster 432. The flexion joints 498 may be similar in function and design to the flexion joints 40 described previously herein.

[0052] In one embodiment, the drape 462 may partially or fully cover the first side 495 of the flexible dressing bolster 432. In addition, the drape 462 may have a first side 473 and a second, bolster-facing side 475. The second side 475 of the drape 462 may be in direct or indirect contact with the flexible dressing bolster 432. Although the drape 462 may have a substantially rectangular shape as shown from the plan view of FIGURE 10, the drape 462 may have any shape, such as a square, circular, elliptical, or polygonal shape.

[0053] The drape 462 includes lateral folds 493, each of which may extend from a first edge 477 of the drape 462 to a second, opposing edge 479 of the drape 462. The folds 493 may be formed by looping one or more portions 483 of the drape 462. Each of the folds 493 may also form a respective recess 481 in the drape 462 when the drape 462 is in the straight position or bent position.

[0054] Although the drape 462 is shown to include three folds 493, the drape 462 may include any number of folds. For example, the number of folds 493 may be varied to accommodate the range of motion of a tissue site, such as a particular joint.

[0055] The folds 493 may have any longitudinal length 485. For example, the longitudinal length 485 of each of the folds 493 may be substantially equal. In another example, each of the folds 493 may have a different longitudinal length 485. The longitudinal length 485 may also vary relative to the distance 487 between the folds 493. In one embodiment, the distance 487 between each pair of folds 493 may be greater than the longitudinal length 485 of the folds 493. In another embodiment, the distance 487 between the folds 493 may be substantially equal to the longitudinal length 485 of the folds 493. In yet another embodiment, the longitudinal length 485 of the folds 493 may be larger than the distance 487 between the folds 493.

[0056] In one embodiment, the drape 462 may include bond sites 489 that are proximate the folds 493. The bond sites 489 may be operable to adhere each end 441 of the folds 493 to the first side 473 of the drape 462. The bond sites 489 may include any material capable of providing a bond between each end 441 of the folds 493 and the first side 473. During bending of the tissue site, as shown in FIGURE 10B, each end 441 of the folds 493 may detach from the first side 473 of the drape 462.

[0057] Instead of being positioned externally on the first side 473 of the drape 462, the folds 493, in another embodiment, may be positioned within the flexion joints 498 of the flexible dressing bolster 432. Alternatively, the drape 462 may be substantially contoured to the first side 495 of the flexible dressing bolster 432 such that the drape 462 extends into the flexion joints 498 and is coupled to the flexible dressing bolster 432 within the flexion joints 498.

[0058] The apparatus 410 may also include an intermediate drape layer 443, which may include an aperture 445, or treatment-area aperture. The aperture 445 may provide fluid communication between the apparatus 410 and the tissue site. In one embodiment, the drape 462 may include a drape extension 464 around the perimeter
of the drape 462. The drape extension 464 is similar to the drape extension 64 in FIGURES 2 and 3. The drape extension 464 may be coupled to the intermediate drape layer 443 such that the flexible dressing bolster 432 is at least partially enclosed by the drape 462 and the intermediate drape layer 443. The drape extension 464 may be coupled to the intermediate drape layer 443 as described in any of the illustrative embodiments, and may be coupled using RF welding, ultrasonic welding, an adhesive material, or any coupling mechanism.

[0059] The intermediate drape layer 443 includes a first side 447 and a second, inward-facing (tissue-facing) side 449. The second, inward-facing side 449 may include an adhesive. The second side, inward-facing 449 may adhere to the tissue site in a variety of ways, such as through the use of an adhesive material on the second side 449.

[0060] In one embodiment, the apparatus 410 may also include a tissue-interface layer (not shown) that is disposed between the flexible dressing bolster 432 and the tissue site. In one example of this embodiment, the tissue-interface layer may be disposed between the intermediate drape layer 443 and the tissue site. In another example, the tissue-interface layer may be at least partially disposed in the aperture 445.

[0061] In operation, the apparatus 410 may be applied to a tissue site that is moveable or bendable, such as a joint. The folds 493 of the drape 462 may unfold to accommodate bending of the tissue site, and thus allow the drape 462 to longitudinally elongate when the tissue site is bent. In one non-limiting example, as the tissue site is bent, the intermediate drape layer 443 may be elongated by an increase in arc length, thus causing the folds 493 of the drape 462, which is coupled to the intermediate drape layer 443 via the drape extension 464, to unfold. In this manner, the drape 462 may help to reduce the loading that is exerted onto the tissue site and surrounding area. Reduced pressure may also be applied to the tissue site as described in any illustrative embodiments disclosed herein.

[0062] Referring now primarily to FIGURE 11, an apparatus 510, or portion of a system, for applying reduced pressure to a tissue site is shown according to an illustrative embodiment. As with the drape 462 in FIGURES 8-10B, a drape 562 includes lateral folds 593 that accommodate longitudinal bending of a tissue site to which the apparatus 510 is applied. In contrast to the drape 462 in FIGURES 8-10B, the apparatus 510 also includes a longitudinal fold 551 that is able to accommodate lateral bending of the tissue site. Thus, the inclusion of lateral folds 593 and longitudinal fold 551 allows for the bending of the tissue site in multiple directions.

[0063] The longitudinal fold 551 may extend from one end 553 of the drape 562 to an opposing end 555 of the drape 562. Also, although the drape 562 is shown to include one longitudinal fold 551, the drape 562 may include any number of longitudinal folds 551.

[0064] Referring now primarily to FIGURES 12A and 12B, an illustrative embodiment of a flexible dressing bolster 846 for use with a system for treating a linear wound on a patient's joint is presented. "Linear wound" refers generally to a laceration or incision whether in a line or not. The flexible closing bolster 846 has a bolster body 850 having a first side 852 and a second, inward-facing (tissue-facing) side 854. The bolster body 850 is formed from a closing bolster material, i.e., a material from which the bolster body 850 is formed. The closing bolster material may be, for example, a silicone material. The bolster body 850 is formed with a plurality of flexion joints 848, which are formed with slots 899 that extend from the first side 852 into the bolster body 850.

[0065] The bolster body 850 is also formed with a first closing member 856 formed on the bolster body 850 on a first longitudinal side of a center wound area 864. As used here, the term "longitudinal" means substantially parallel to the center wound area 865 as shown—even if that dimension is shorter than the other orthogonal, in-plane dimension of the bolster body 850. A second closing member 858 is formed on the bolster body 850 on the second longitudinal side of the center wound area 864. Other closing members, e.g., members 860 and 862 may also be formed on the bolster body 850. The first closing member 856 and second closing member 858 are operable to develop an inward closing force when the flexible closing dressing bolster 846 is placed under reduced pressure. Apertures 851 may be formed on the first side 852 of the bolster body 850 to receive reduced pressure from a reduced-pressure source (not shown) and a plurality of apertures (not shown) may be formed on the second side 854 to allow the reduced pressure to fluidly communicate with a tissue site, e.g., a wound, in the center wound area 864.

[0066] As reduced pressure enters apertures 851, a central compartment 869 is evacuated and collapses such that a lower portion 871 of the central trough 867 contacts a shelf portion 873. In addition, reduced pressure enters into a treatment trough 875 through apertures in the shelf portion 873. The central compartment 871 has slots 899, but the central compartment is sealed by a drape. The treatment trough 875 includes oblique walls 877. The reduced pressure in the treatment trough 875 acts on the oblique walls 877 and pulls them towards each other. These actions cause the bolster body 850 to bend about the central trough 867 and causes the contact members on a first lateral side 881 and a second lateral side 883 to be urged towards each other. This results in a closing force.

[0067] The bolster body 850 may be made from a polymer and is preferably a soft polymer. The flexible closing dressing bolster 846 and the bolster body 850 may be made of a transparent material in order to allow the color of a linear wound to be viewed from a point external to the system or the flexible closing dressing bolster 846. For example, the bolster body 850 may be made of a medical grade silicone or other suitable material. The flexible closing dressing bolster 846 may be extruded,
pour molded, injection molded, blow molded, or formed by other manufacturing techniques. The bolster material may serve to manifold, or distribute, the reduced pressure to the treatment site (e.g., a linear wound), provide a compressive force, and through the closing members provide an inward force-preferably a force that is substantially within the plane of the epidermis. In addition, the bolster material is preferably translucent or transparent, to an extent that light may pass through allowing one to view a wound through the flexible closing dressing bolster 846.

[0068] The central trough area 867 helps the bolster body 850 to flex in that region as a bending moment is developed under reduced pressure. The bending moment helps to press the closing members 856, 858, 860, and 862 into the patient’s epidermis and may provide a directed force with both a downward force and inward force directed towards a central wound area.

[0069] Referring now to FIGURES 13-15, and initially to FIGURES 13-14, a portion of a system 910 for treating a linear wound, area wound, other wound, or graft is presented. The portion of the system 910 presented in FIGURE 15 is in a pre-deployment state.

[0070] The system 910 includes a dressing assembly 930, which includes a flexible dressing bolster 932. The flexible dressing bolster, or shaped dressing bolster, 932 has a first side 934 and a second, inward-facing side 936. The flexible dressing bolster 932 may be formed from any bolster material as previously discussed with other embodiments. A comfort layer 970, which has a first side 972 and a second, inward-facing side 974, may be coupled, e.g., by a heat bond 976 or any other technique, to the second side 936 of the flexible dressing bolster 932.

[0071] The comfort layer 970 may be any material that helps prevent skin irritation and discomfort while allowing fluid transmission through the comfort layer 970. As one non-limiting example, a woven, elastic material may be used or a polyester knit textile substrate. As another non-limiting example, an InterDry™ textile material from Milliken Chemical of Spartanburg, South Carolina, may be used. The comfort layer 970 may include anti-microbial substances, such as silver.

[0072] The flexible dressing bolster 932 may include a plurality of flexibility notches 978, or recesses. The flexibility notches 978 may be lateral cuts in the flexible dressing bolster 932 as shown and may further include one or more longitudinal cuts or other cuts. The flexibility notches 978 enhance flexibility of the flexible dressing bolster 932. The enhanced flexibility may be particularly useful when the dressing assembly 930 is applied over a patient’s joint or other area of movement.

[0073] A sealing subsystem 960 provides a fluid seal over the dressing assembly 930 and at least a portion of the patient’s epidermis. The sealing subsystem 960 includes a drape 962, which may be formed with a first drape portion 963 and a second drape portion 965. The first drape portion 963 extends over the first side 934 of the flexible dressing bolster 932 and extends further to form a drape flange, or drape extension 964, which has a first side 966 and a second, inward-facing side (not explicitly shown). An aperture 981 is formed on a portion of the first drape 963. The aperture 981 is for allowing fluid communication with a reduced-pressure interface (e.g., reduced-pressure interface 92 in FIG. 1).

[0074] The second, inward-facing side of the drape extension 964 is placed on a first side 967 of the second drape portion 965 and coupled, such as by an adhesive, bond 969, other coupling technique or device, such as those previously mentioned. The first drape portion 963 may include a plurality of folds 973, or bellows. The folds 973 allow additional drape material to become available if needed. For example, if the dressing assembly 930 is used on a joint, when the joint is flexed, additional drape material may be necessary and the material will be provided from the folds 973. The second, inward-facing side of the second drape portion 965 may have an adhesive on a portion and may have a treatment area aperture (see by analogy treatment-area aperture 445 in FIGURE 10A).

[0075] One or more release members 982 may be re-leasably coupled to the first side 967 of the second drape portion 965. Four release members 982 are shown in the illustrative embodiment of FIGURE 13. The release members 982 provide stiffness and help during deployment of the dressing assembly 930. The release members 982 are typically either casting paper or a film held on the first side 967 of the second drape portion 965.

[0076] Referring now primarily to FIGURE 15, an exploded perspective view of a portion of a system 1010 for treating tissue, e.g., subcutaneous tissue, a linear wound, area wound, other wound, or graft is presented. The portion of the system 1010 presented in FIGURE 17 is shown in a pre-deployment state and in an exploded view. The system 1010 is analogous in most respects to the system 910 of FIGURES 13-14, and to indicate corresponding parts, the reference numerals have been indexed by 100 and may not be further mentioned. The system 1010 includes a dressing assembly 1030, which includes a flexible dressing bolster 1032. The flexible dressing bolster 1032 is the same as flexible dressing bolster 932, but the flexibility notches 1078 are both lateral and longitudinal.

[0077] The first side 1034 of the flexible dressing bolster 1032 is covered by a drape 1062, which may include a first drape portion 1063 and a second drape portion 1065. The first drape portion 1063 may include a drape-extension device 1073, such as folds, and an aperture 1081. The second drape portion 1065 is formed with a treatment area aperture 1071 that provides an opening for at least a portion of the flexible dressing bolster 1032 (or a comfort layer) to be directly against a patient’s epidermis or treatment site. The second drape portion 1065 has first side 1067 and has an adhesive 1083 applied on a portion of the first side 1067. The adhesive 1083 is used primarily during manufacture to hold the flexible dressing bolster 1032 against the second drape portion
1065 during assembly and also used to help hold the flexible dressing bolster 1032 during use. Before applying the flexible dressing bolster 1032 against the adhesive 1083, the adhesive 1083 is covered by a center releaseable member 1084. Outboard of the adhesive 1083 on the first side 1067 are releaseable members 1082 that provides stiffness to the drape 1062 during deployment. In another embodiment, the drape-extension device 1073 may be a ridge of additional material that provides the ability to stretch over longer distances or more readily.

[0078] The second, inward-facing side (not explicitly shown but opposite side of the first side 1067) of the second drape portion 1065 may be covered with an adhesive. In the pre-deployment state, this adhesive is covered by a bottom release member 1086 and side release members 1087.

[0079] Once assembled, the portion of the system 1010 resembles the portion of the system 910 of FIGURE 13. The use and design may vary, but in one illustrative embodiment, the portion of the system 1010 may be deployed as will be described. The bottom release liner 1086 is removed and the exposed adhesive on the second, inward-facing side of the second drape portion 1065 is placed against a portion of the patient’s epidermis beginning at one end and may be placed over a linear wound. After smoothly applying the second drape portion 1065, the side release members 1087 are removed. The release members 1082 on the first side 1067 of the drape 1065 are removed. A reduced-pressure interface is coupled to the aperture 1082 in the first drape portion 1063. The center release member 1084 was already removed during manufacture.

[0080] In some situations, it may be desirable to have the flexible dressing bolster deliver the force as a lifting force. The density and thickness of the shaped dressing bolster 1032, which in this embodiment is foam, are variables for controlling lifting. As a substantially thick portion of a flexible dressing bolster 1032 experiences reduced pressure, the flexible dressing bolster 1032 contracts toward a central portion from all directions. The portion of the flexible dressing bolster 1032 near the patient’s epidermis pulls away from the patient’s epidermis since the central portion is above. This creates a radial, lifting force at least in a center area of the flexible dressing bolster 1032. In may be desirable to have a flexible dressing bolster 1032 formed from foam that has a density lighter than the density of the tissue, e.g., epidermis, to which the flexible dressing bolster is applied in order to more effectively realize the lifting effect.

[0081] According to another illustrative embodiment, a method of manufacturing a flexible, reduced-pressure dressing assembly for use on a moveable tissue site, e.g., a patient’s joint, includes the steps of: forming a bolster body, which has a first side and a second side, from a bolster material; and forming a first plurality of bolster modules on the first side of the bolster body. Each bolster module has a bolster ridge. The method further includes the step of disposing a drape over the bolster ridges of the first side of the bolster body. The drape is formed from an elastomeric material and is operable to stretch longitudinally at least 80 percent.

[0082] Although the present invention and its advantages have been disclosed in the context of certain illustrative, non-limiting embodiments, it should be understood that various changes, substitutions, permutations, and alterations can be made without departing from the scope of the invention as defined by the appended claims. It will be appreciated that any feature that is described in a connection to any one embodiment may also be applicable to any other embodiment.

Claims

1. A system for providing reduced-pressure wound treatment to a tissue site, the system comprising:
   - a flexible dressing bolster (32, 432, 932);
   - a drape (62, 462, 562, 962) at least partially covering the flexible dressing bolster (32, 432, 932);
   - and a reduced-pressure source (82) operable to deliver reduced pressure to the tissue site via the flexible dressing bolster (32, 432, 562, 932)

   characterised by the drape (62, 462, 562, 962) including a plurality of folds (493, 593 and 551) to facilitate bending of the flexible dressing bolster (32, 432, 562, 962).

2. The system of claim 1 further comprising an intermediate drape layer (443, 965) having an aperture (445) and wherein a perimeter of the drape (462, 562, 962) is coupled to the intermediate drape layer (443, 965) to at least partially enclose the flexible dressing bolster (432,932).

Patentansprüche

1. Ein System zum Bereitstellen einer Wundbehandlung mit reduziertem Druck auf eine Gewebestelle, wobei das System umfasst:
   - einen dehnbaren Polsterverband (32, 432, 932);
   - ein Abdecktuch (62, 462, 562, 962), das mindestens teilweise den flexiblen Polsterverband (32, 432, 932) bedeckt; und eine Quelle für reduzierten Druck (82), betriebsfähig um reduzierten Druck an die Gewebestelle über den dehnbaren Polsterverband (32, 432, 562, 932) zu liefern
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass das Abdecktuch (62, 462, 562, 962) mehrere Falten (493, 593 und 551) einschließt, um das Biegen des dehnbaren Polsterverband (32, 432, 562, 962) zu unterstützen.
2. Système pour procurer un traitement de blessure à pression réduite à un site tissulaire, le système comprenant :
   
   une coque de pansement souple (32, 432, 932) ;
   un champ de protection (62, 462, 562, 962) couvrant au moins partiellement la coque de pansement souple (32, 432, 932) ; et une source de pression réduite (82) pouvant être mise en oeuvre pour délivrer une pression réduite au site tissulaire via la coque de pansement souple (32, 432, 562, 932).

   caractérisé en ce que le champ de protection (62, 462, 562, 962) inclut une pluralité de plis (493, 593 et 551) pour faciliter le pliage de la coque de pansement souple (32, 432, 562, 962).

2. Système selon la revendication 1 comprenant en outre une couche de champ de protection intermédiaire (443, 965) ayant une ouverture (445) et dans lequel un périmètre du champ de protection (462, 562, 962) est relié à la couche de champ de protection intermédiaire (443, 965) pour englober au moins partiellement la coque de pansement souple (432, 932).
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